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Language: English . Brand New Book. What is the value of a college degree? The four-year college
experience is as American as apple pie. So is the belief that higher education offers a ticket to a
better life. But with student-loan debt surpassing the $1 trillion mark and unemployment of college
graduates at historic highs, people are beginning to question that value. In College (Un)bound,
Jeffrey J. Selingo, editor at large of the Chronicle of Higher Education, argues that America s higher
education system is broken. The great credentials race has turned universities into big businesses
and fostered an environment where middle-tier colleges can command elite university-level tuitions
while concealing staggeringly low graduation rates and churning out students with few of the skills
needed for a rapidly evolving job market. Selingo not only turns a critical eye on the current state
of higher education but also predicts how technology will transform it for the better. Free massive
online open courses (MOOCs) and hybrid classes, adaptive learning software, and the unbundling of
traditional degree credits will increase access to high-quality education regardless of budget or
location and...
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Reviews
Most of these publication is the perfect ebook accessible. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have got read through. You wont truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you request me).
-- Pr of. Edg a r K shler in
It is easy in study safer to comprehend. It can be writter in basic phrases and never confusing. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you
begin to read the book.
-- Emmitt Ha r ber
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